low energy leisure lighting

leisure
lighting

why forge?
-

24 years in the business

-

we design and manufacture the complete
luminaire

-

provide testing, IES and Eulumdat files

We know it sounds too good to be true, but it isn’t.
With Forge we’ll do just that. Custom as standard.

-

meet specific testing requirements that are
applicable to your industry

Why custom?

-

dedicated account management for
excellent customer service – always

The key to simple, effective, low-energy lighting
is with an LED solutions partner who knows LED
like the back of their hand, has years of experience
manufacturing solutions for leisure and does all the
work for you.

-

gives you a USP

-

designed just for you to your cost target

-

manufactured just for you to your cost target

-

delivers a product that perfoms to your
expectations

-

it does what it says on the tin

Take a look at just some of the possible solutions we
can develop with you and manufacture in volume
for you.
-
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spotlight
The perfect solution when creating feature lighting throughout a caravan, motor home or holiday home. To
create truly exceptional lighting throughout your application make your spotlight, your way.
From under cabinet, bed side illumination and task lighting, the spotlight can do it all. In sizes and shapes to suit
your requirements.
Colour temperatures can be chosen to create ambience and we’ll select the best LED to meet your lumen and
efficacy targets. If you need a spotlight that packs a punch or one that creates subtle lighting effects we can do
it.
In addition to switches and finishes you can also choose the connector that works best for you, to ease the
assembly in your application.
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downlights
Simple yet stylish, a compact, recessed downlight can be used anywhere.
Use as a decorative feature in kitchen areas - consider under cabinet and
kickboards. Highlight key design features in living spaces and create subtle lighting
effects in sleeping areas.
Choose the colour temperature and finish to suit your requirements. It’s even
possible to make it IP65 rating giving you more uses than ever.
Connectors to suit your needs and enable easy assembly. Check out just a few of
the customisable options you can consider for your recessed downlights. Choice
of sizes from as small as 35mm to 175mm diameter.
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flexible LED
Possibly the most versatile soluion available to really enhance your lighting. Easy to use and versatile flexible LED
can be used virtually anywhere. Consider mirror illumination, shelf lighting, dressing areas and more.
With optional finishes that take flexible to IP65 rating, this solution becomes even more versatile. Create feature
luminaires for high impact and a real USP in your application.
We can supply the solution on reels of up to 5 metres, but also supply cut lengths wired ready for use. As
standard our flexible LED is supplied with adhesive backing for even easier application.
With your choice of colour temperature flexible LED is the perfect addition to your lighting schemes, creating
exceptional lighting with minimal effort.
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exterior lighting
The ideal finishing touch. Exterior lighting can be your first chance to make a big
impression so don’t overlook it.
Designed and manufactured by us to add style to your application. With the ability to
use your own logo on the products, you can strengthen your brand in one simple
move.
Incorporate motion sensor technology to ensure your clients are never left in the
dark.
We can create exterior lighting for pathways, bollard lighting, fixed lighting
solutions and more. All suitably IP rated for the great outdoors.
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Forge Europa Limited. The Old Railway, Princes Street, Ulverston, Cumbria, LA12 7NQ United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1229 580000 email: sales@forge.co.uk www.forge.co.uk

No representation, warranty, responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by Forge Europa Limited in relation to the accuracy or completeness of any information it provides.
It is the responsibility of the customer to verify the suitability of the product for its application. All design work supplied by Forge Europa Limited is to be assumed confidential
and is the sole property of Forge Europa Limited. It must not be used, copied or disclosed to any third party without the prior written consent of Forge Europa Limited.

